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Recommendations to carry out this exercise / program successfully 

 
 

1. Start raising your energy level: Jump, jump, laugh, remember the wonderful things you have in your life 

and feel immense gratitude for them. 

 

2. Hydrate: drink a large glass of water or tea (without sugar) 

 

3. Breathe: take a few minutes to inhale (hold your breath) and exhale. Do this breathing exercise for 

minimum 3 minutes. 

 

4. Make an “intention” before starting the exercise (a goal you can meet: for example, not looking at the 

phone during my exercise). My intention for this exercise is: 

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Leave your spirit & mind open to change: have the faith and confidence that this exercise / program will 

help you understand what you should understand right now. Trust you, the program / exercise and your 

inner power. 

 
Now, let’s start! 
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Framework of your online program? 
     
 
This program will only work if you are 100% involved and take 100% responsibility for the 
success of your program. The same thing happens with your life and each of the actions, 
decisions that you carry out and that you take every day. So, I invite you to become aware 
of the notion of being 100% responsible for your life. 

Write with your fist and handwriting in the box your declaration of being 100% 
Responsible for your life from today:  

 

* 
_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 

* Copia esta declaración en tu móvil, en tu agenda, en todos los sitios donde lo 
puedas ver constantemente hasta que se vuelva una declaración “asimilada” en tu 
vida. 
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My positive and negative beliefs  

     
 

Being aware of what my way of thinking is, it is an important step to be able to identify our 
weaknesses and strengths in order to move forward and improve every day. As we have 
evolved, grown and advanced with our experiences and learnings, we have been influenced 

by the people around us (parents, family, teachers, friends, ...). We have developed a belief 
scheme like a filter or a pair of glasses that leads us to perceive the world in a certain way. 

The following exercise will allow you to identify which are these positive beliefs that drive 
you and the negative beliefs that limit you in what you really want to be, have and do in 
your life. 

I invite you then to take a deep breath (counting to 5) to hold your breath for 3 minutes 
and to breathe out slowly (counting to 10). Repeat this exercise as many times as 

necessary and begin now to make the list of your negative beliefs and your positive beliefs: 

Limiting	beliefs	(negative)	 Stimulating	beliefs	(positive)	

Example:	Money	brings	not	happiness	 Example:	I	can	easily	contribute	
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E + MR = O (Event + My Reaction = Outcome) 

     
 

In this formula of life there is a "magic" element, which allows us to change the result 
obtained all the time and that element is the "Reaction". Every time we are presented with 
an event, a situation in our life, we always have, and always always is, the choice of how 
we react to that event and that will lead us to have a result, either positive or negative of 
the event we are experiencing. 
 
Now I invite you to make a list of the most important events that you have had in your life, 
that you analyze (without judging yourself) how you have reacted to those events and that 
you write what is the result you have obtained: 
 

E 

(Event) 

+ MR 

 (My Reaction) 

= O 

Outcome 

Example: My daughters 
did not do what I asked 

Example: I repeat to 
myself: "I am the one 
who has to do 
everything" 

Example: Anger, rage, 
tiredness 
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My Notes - “Magic” Ideas 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 


